June 24, 2010

Disarray or Deception?

Welcome to the Health Freedom Minute. This is Twila Brase president of Citizens’ Council on Health Care.

Today I have a revealing story of either deception or disarray.

Tuesday, the Obama Administration said they’d issued regulations to implement ObamaCare.

Yesterday, I looked for the regulations and the press release. No such thing. Only a blog at HealthReform.gov where the regulation is heralded as a new Patient’s Bill of Rights.

I called the Feds direct. HHS media affairs knew nothing, but had never heard of an HHS press release that wasn’t on the HHS website.

I got the regulation two hours later. Does the left hand not know what the right hand is doing or did HHS hope to prevent pushback on their “patient bill of rights” claim by not allowing the public to read the regulation? We shall see.

Find this broadcast at www.healthfreedomminute.net.
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